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(November discontinuous, separately continuous, product. However, some interesting examples of the latter actually are .^-topological algebras, as in the case of von Neumann algebras with the strong topology. Our approach allows us to treat topologized algebraic structures in a purely algebraic way, the topological information being carried automatically due to the closed structure of K.
We obtain functional representations of certain locally ra-convex algebras (considered as K-topological algebras), generalizing the Gelfand representation of commutative C*-algebras. This is done by interpreting functional representations within the general framework of a duality machinery.
Some examples of interest to analysts are listed; proofs will appear in [3] .
JK-topological algebras. For a Hausdorff topological space X define KeX to be the space KeX = co\ivn K^x K, where K runs over all the compact sets of X (colim = direct limit). KeX is the K-ification of X, and X is called a Kelley space if X = KeX. The identity map KeX-*X is clearly continuous. K will denote the category of all Kelley spaces and continuous maps; K is a (full) subcategory of the category Top2 of all Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps, and Ke: Top2->jFC is a reflection ( = right adjoint to the inclusion K->Top2). For X, F£K, the space of continuous maps X-> Y with the compact-open topology is a Hausdorff space; denote by K(X, Y) its kelleyfication. Then K is a symmetric monoidal, closed, complete and cocomplete category, with tensor product given by the (categorical) product XE3F = Ke(XX Y) (XX F=cartesian product in Top2). Clearly the field C of complex numbers with its ordinary topology is an object of X. DEFINITION 1. A K-topological algebra is an algebra over C in K. That is, it is a Kelley space X together with maps in K: + :XI2X-»X, 0:1->X, -:X-»X, -:XI2X->X, and -:CXX->X, satisfying the standard relations expressing associativity, commutativity (for +), etc. Thus, a K-topological algebra is defined within K as the ordinary concept of u associative algebra" defined within S. 
(a). The K-categories A and A' are K-complete, K-cocornplete {in particular tensored and cotensored). (b) The forgetful functors A-+K and A'-^K (A -» | A | ) have K-left adjoints y and in fact, are K-monadic. (c) The inclusion A'-*A has a K-left adjoint.
It is easy to see that the limits in A are the algebraic limits (pointwise operations) with the unifications of the limit topologies. The cotensor of a Kelley space X with a ^-topological algebra A is the algebra of continuous functions X->A with pointwise operations and the i£-ification of the compact-open topology. In particular, when A = C y the cotensor gives a categorical characterization for the algebra C(X) of all complex continuous functions on X (again, with the J£-ification of the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets of X). There are no simple descriptions of the dual concepts (colimits and tensors). Observe that Theorem 2(b) means that there is a free ./^-topological algebra over an arbitrary Kelley space, and Theorem 2(c) means that it is always possible to embed a ^-topological algebra into a ^-topological algebra with identity. is continuous on compact sets.
Duality and functional representations. Denote by A(X,
Theorem 4 is actually a corollary of Theorem 3, which is a purely categorical result: the space X associated to an algebra M is constructed, and the equality KeM = A'(X, C) is proven by the use of a purely categorical machinery. We point out that this space X does not coincide in general, even as a set, with other spaces devised for the same purpose [6] .
